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ABSTRACT
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is one of the most important sources of climate interannual
variability. A prominent characteristic of ENSO is the asymmetric, or so-called nonlinear, local rainfall
response to El Niño (EN) and La Niña (LN), in which the maximum rainfall anomalies during EN are
located farther east than those during LN. In this study, the changes in rainfall anomalies during EN and LN
are examined based on the multimodel ensemble mean results of 32 CMIP5 models under the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) scenario. It is found that robust EN–LN asymmetric changes in
rainfall anomalies exist. The rainfall anomalies during EN and LN both shift eastward and intensify under
global warming, but the eastward shift during EN is farther east than that during LN. A simplified moisture
budget decomposition method is applied to study the mechanism of the asymmetric response. The results
show that the robust increase in mean-state moisture can enlarge the EN–LN asymmetry of the rainfall
anomalies, and the spatial relative changes in mean-state SST with an El Niño–like pattern can shift the
rainfall anomalies farther east during EN than during LN, enlarging the difference in the zonal locations of
the rainfall response to EN and LN. The role of the relative changes in mean-state SST can also be interpreted as follows: the decreased zonal gradient of mean-state SST due to El Niño–like warming leads to a
larger EN–LN asymmetry of rainfall anomalies under a future warming climate.

1. Introduction
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the largest
mode of climate interannual variability, influencing climate disasters, ecosystems, and societies worldwide (e.g.,
Philander 1990; Neelin et al. 1998; McPhaden et al. 2006;
Deser et al. 2010). The response of ENSO to surface
warming induced by increased greenhouse gases has attracted increasing attention (Meehl et al. 2007; Yeh et al.
2009; Collins et al. 2010; Vecchi and Wittenberg 2010;
Christensen et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2015b; Huang and Xie
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2015). However, model projections of the changes in
ENSO-related sea surface temperature (SST) variability
from current state-of-the-art models show large intermodel differences (Timmermann et al. 1999; Van
Oldenborgh et al. 2005; Collins et al. 2010; Vecchi and
Wittenberg 2010; DiNezio et al. 2012; Stevenson 2012;
Watanabe et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2015b).
Despite the large uncertainty of changes in ENSOrelated SST, some recent studies have found that the
ENSO-driven rainfall variability over the tropical Pacific will likely intensify over the central-eastern Pacific
but weaken over the western Pacific in the projections
of models participating in phases 3 and 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3 and
CMIP5) (Power et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014; Chung and
Power 2014; Chung et al. 2014; Bonfils et al. 2015; Cai
et al. 2015a; Huang and Xie 2015; Huang 2016). The
robust changes in ENSO-induced rainfall variability
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correspond to the robust eastward shift of ENSOinduced teleconnection patterns (Kug et al. 2010;
Zhou et al. 2014; Bonfils et al. 2015), because the local
rainfall response is a crucial bridge in the response of
teleconnection patterns to ENSO (Lau and Nath 1996;
Klein et al. 1999; Alexander et al. 2002).
Some mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
robust changes in ENSO-induced rainfall variability
(Power et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014; Chung and Power 2014;
Chung et al. 2014; Huang and Xie 2015; Chung and Power
2016; Huang 2016). The nonlinear interaction between
background warming and historical ENSO-related SST
could increase the rainfall response to ENSO SST (Power
et al. 2013; Chung et al. 2014; Huang and Xie 2015; Huang
2016). The spatial pattern of changes in background SST,
an El Niño–like pattern with more warming in the tropical central-eastern Pacific (Xie et al. 2010; Huang and
Ying 2015; Ying et al. 2016), could shift the response
pattern of rainfall eastward to the equatorial eastern
Pacific (Power et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2014;
Huang 2016), owing to the nonlinear relationship between tropical SST and rainfall (Graham and Barnett
1987; Johnson and Xie 2010).
A large portion of previous studies on the changes in
ENSO-induced rainfall variability have mainly focused
on the linear, or so-called symmetric, part of the rainfall
anomalies P0 during the warm and cold phases of ENSO,
that is, the El Niño (EN) and La Niña (LN) events.
However, a prominent characteristic of ENSO is the
asymmetry between EN and LN, which is also called the
nonlinearity of ENSO (Hoerling et al. 1997; Burgers and
Stephenson 1999; An and Jin 2004; Rodgers et al. 2004;
McPhaden and Zhang 2009; Takahashi et al. 2011; Choi
et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2015b; Takahashi and Dewitte
2016). The observed SST anomalies T 0 associated with
strong EN events are often centered in the eastern Pacific, whereas the maximum T 0 in strong LN events are
located in the central Pacific (Burgers and Stephenson
1999; Takahashi et al. 2011). Meanwhile, the tropical
Pacific P 0 during EN and LN also show pronounced
asymmetries, even when the asymmetry of T 0 is not
considered (Hoerling et al. 1997; Kang and Kug 2002;
Wu et al. 2010). The largest positive P 0 over the tropical
Pacific during EN are located farther east than the
largest negative P 0 during LN because of the modification of zonally nonuniform mean-state SST (Hoerling
et al. 1997; Kang and Kug 2002; Wu et al. 2010). The
asymmetric P 0 over the tropical Pacific during EN and
LN also leads to asymmetric responses of teleconnection
patterns to ENSO (Hoerling et al. 1997; Kang and Kug
2002; Wu et al. 2010).
Approximately, the changes in P 0 during EN under
global warming are similar to those during LN (Cai et al.
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2014; Chung and Power 2014; Chung et al. 2014; Cai et al.
2015a; Chung and Power 2016), which are almost identical to the changes in ENSO-induced P 0 from a linear
perspective (Power et al. 2013; Huang and Xie 2015;
Huang 2016). A few studies have discussed the differences in the changes in P 0 between EN and LN. For example, Cai et al. (2014) suggested that the enhanced P 0
over the central-eastern Pacific during EN is due to the
faster surface warming in the eastern Pacific, whereas the
enhanced P 0 during LN is attributed to the faster
warming of the Maritime Continent (Cai et al. 2015a).
Chung and Power (2016) suggested that the changes in
the EN- and LN-induced P 0 are separately dependent on
the amplitude of T 0 during EN and LN. It is still unclear
whether there are robust asymmetric changes in P 0 between EN and LN under global warming, which could
lead to asymmetric changes in teleconnection patterns
responding to EN and LN (Kug et al. 2010; Zhou et al.
2014; Bonfils et al. 2015).
The present study investigates the changes in P 0 induced by EN and LN under global warming, especially
their asymmetric changes, based on the output of 32
CMIP5 models in the historical and RCP8.5 runs. Our
analysis shows that with the increase in global-mean
surface temperature (GMST), P 0 during both EN and
LN gradually shift eastward under global warming, but
the shift during EN is farther east than that during LN. A
moisture budget decomposition method is used to explain
the formation mechanisms of the asymmetric changes in
P 0 . This method was developed in Huang and Xie (2015)
and applied effectively to explain the changes in the linear part of ENSO-induced P 0 in Huang (2016). We reveal
that the increase in mean-state moisture as a result of
surface warming will enlarge the asymmetric response of
rainfall to SST anomalies during EN and LN, and the role
of mean-state SST on the asymmetric response of rainfall
will also be enlarged when the zonal gradient of meanstate SST decreases under global warming.

2. Models and methods
The models, the definitions of climatology and interannual anomaly, and the moisture budget decomposition method used in the present study are the
same as in Huang (2016) and are briefly reviewed here.
The following introduction of the models and methods is
derived from Huang (2016) with minor modifications.

a. Models
This study uses the output of 32 models from the
CMIP5 historical runs from 1971 to 2010 and
the 18.5 W m22 representative concentration pathway
(RCP8.5) runs from 2006 to 2100 (Taylor et al. 2012).
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The 32 models are the same as in Huang (2016):
ACCESS1.0, ACCESS1.3, BCC_CSM1.1, BCC_CSM1.1(m),
BNU-ESM, CanESM2, CCSM4, CESM1(BGC), CESM1
(CAM5), CMCC-CESM, CMCC-CM, CMCC-CMS,
CNRM-CM5, CSIRO Mk3.6.0, FGOALS-g2, GFDL
CM3, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, GISS-E2-H,
GISS-E2-R, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSLCM5A-MR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM,
MIROC-ESM-CHEM, MPI-ESM-LR, MPI-ESM-MR,
MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-M, and NorESM1-ME. (Expansions of acronyms are available online at http://www.
ametsoc.org/PubsAcronymList.) These models are selected randomly. All model output is interpolated onto a
2.58 3 2.58 grid before analysis for calculating the multimodel ensemble mean (MME). The 2.58 3 2.58 grid is
effective for analyzing large-scale interannual variability.
The variables of SST, precipitation, air specific humidity
at the surface, and vertical pressure velocity at 500 hPa
are used. The MME is defined as the simple average of all
models, which is presented in the present study unless
stated otherwise.

b. Definition of climatology and ENSO-driven
anomaly
The 1971–2000 mean of the historical runs defines the
historical climatology. The period 2006–2100 in the RCP8.5
runs is divided into 30-yr segments starting from 2006 with
5-yr leaps: 2006–35, 2011–40, 2016–45, . . . , 2071–2100.
Here, 30-yr segments are selected as in Huang (2016),
which is suitable for studying ENSO-related variability and
does not influence the conclusions. For the historical runs
and each segment in the RCP8.5 runs, the annual cycle
based on the 30-yr mean is first removed to define the interannual anomaly, and then a 13-yr running mean is removed to focus on the interannual variability (Power et al.
2013; Huang and Xie 2015).
Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis is
performed on the interannual anomalies of SST to define the ENSO-related linear SST variability for the
segment in the historical runs and each segment in the
RCP8.5 runs (e.g., Philander 1990; Wilks 2006). The first
principal components in each segment are standardized.
A month with the standardized principal component
greater (less) than 1 (21) is defined as an EN (LN)
month. The composite of SST in all the EN (LN) months
defines the SST anomalies T 0 during EN (LN). The
composite of precipitation, moisture, and 500-hPa vertical pressure velocity in all the EN (LN) months defines
the ENSO-driven anomalies of these variables. The
changes in the ENSO-related anomalies in each future
segment of the RCP8.5 runs are defined as the differences between the anomalies in the segment and in the
historical runs.

The symmetric, or linear, part of EN- and LN-related
anomalies is estimated by their difference, whereas the
assymetric, or nonlinear, part is estimated by their sum.
The magnitudes of the symmetric and asymmetric parts
are measured by the root-mean square of the patterns. A
symmetry-to-asymmetry ratio (SAR), calculated by the
ratio of the magnitudes of the symmetric and asymmetric parts, is further defined to show the relative importance of the symmetric and asymmetric parts.

c. Moisture budget decomposition
Decomposition of the moisture budget is often used
to investigate the formation mechanism of changes in
the mean state and variability of tropical rainfall (Held
and Soden 2006; Chou et al. 2009; Seager et al. 2010,
2012; Huang et al. 2013; Chung et al. 2014; Huang 2014;
Huang and Xie 2015). A simplified moisture budget
decomposition method developed in Huang and Xie
(2015) is effective for investigating changes in the interannual variability of tropical rainfall (Huang and
Xie 2015; Huang 2016). The simplification of the
moisture budget decomposition does not influence the
conclusions and can clearly illustrate the relationship
among tropical rainfall, surface moisture, and vertical
mass transportation (Huang and Xie 2015).
In the decomposition method, the changes in ENSO
rainfall variability are first decomposed approximately as
DP 0 ; 2(Dqv0 1 qDv0 ) ,

(1)

where P is tropical rainfall, v is pressure velocity at
500 hPa, representing vertical motion, q is surface specific humidity, D denotes future change, and the primes
denote interannual variability. The Dqv0 term, resulting
from the mean-state moisture change Dq, is defined as
the thermodynamic component, and the qDv0 term, resulting from the change in ENSO circulation Dv0 , is
defined as the dynamic component. In Eq. (1), the
constant coefficient of the moisture budget equation is
omitted for simplicity, as in previous studies (Huang
et al. 2013; Huang and Xie 2015). Thus, the units on the
two sides of Eq. (1) differ by a constant, which does not
influence the conclusions.
The changes in ENSO circulation Dv0 are further
decomposed into amplitude and structural changes:
Dv0 5 Dva0 1 Dvs0 . The amplitude changes Dva0 are
obtained by projecting the total Dv0 onto the historical
v0 , and the residual is defined as the structural changes
Dvs0 . Similarly, the changes in ENSO SST DT 0 are decomposed as DT 0 5 DTa0 1 DTs0 . The structural changes
in ENSO circulation Dvs0 can be attributed to the
structural changes in ENSO SST DTs0 and the spatial
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FIG. 1. The simulated tropical Pacific anomalies of (a),(b) SST and (c),(d) rainfall (shaded) composited for
(a),(c) EN and (b),(d) LN in the historical runs. Contours in (c),(d) are 500-hPa vertical pressure velocity (contour
interval is 5 3 1023 Pa s21, and negative contours are dashed).

pattern of the mean-state SST changes (Cai et al. 2014;
Huang and Xie 2015). Single field principal component
analysis is performed on the intermodel diversity of DTs0
and Dvs0 in the 32 models to extract the impact of the
0
(Bretherton et al.
MME DTs0 on Dvs0 , written as Dvs1
1992; Huang and Xie 2015; Huang and Ying 2015). The
0
0
0
is written as Dvs2
, where Dvs2
5 Dvs0 2
residual of Dvs1
0
Dvs1, which is mainly dominated by the spatial pattern of
the mean-state SST changes.
With the decomposition of ENSO circulation
changes, changes in ENSO rainfall can be written as
DP0 ; 2[Dq v0 1 q(Dv0a 1 Dv0s1 1 Dv0s2 )] ,

(2)

where Dqv0 is the thermodynamic component, qDva0
represents the amplitude changes in the dynamic com0
0
and qDvs2
are two parts of the
ponent, and qDvs1
structural changes in the dynamic component.

3. Results
a. Evaluation of modeled ENSO asymmetry
The composited SST anomalies during EN and LN in
the historical runs are shown in Figs. 1a,b. The patterns
of SST anomalies T 0 during EN and LN both extend
farther west than in the observations (Figs. S1a,b in the
supplementary material), which is a long-standing bias
in current global circulation models as revealed in previous studies (Guilyardi et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2010;
Vecchi and Wittenberg 2010; Christensen et al. 2013;
Power et al. 2013; Capotondi et al. 2015). The models

successfully reproduce the observed asymmetric pattern
of the SST anomalies between EN and LN, in which the
SST anomalies during LN are located farther west than
those during EN (Figs. 1a,b and 2b and Figs. S1a,b and
S2b in the supplementary material). The sign agreement
test in Fig. 2b shows that the EN–LN asymmetry of T 0 is
robust among the models.
Figures 1c,d and 2c,d show the patterns of P0 during
EN and LN and the asymmetries between them in the
historical runs. The P 0 exhibit apparent asymmetries
between EN and LN. The P 0 during EN are maximized
at around the date line, whereas the P 0 during LN are
centered west of the date line at around 1608E. The EN–
LN asymmetry of P0 (Fig. 2d) is consistent with the observations (Fig. S2d), although both of the P 0 centers
during EN and LN are farther west than the observations (Figs. 1c,d and Figs. S1c,d) owing to the common
model bias, as in the ENSO SST anomalies (Guilyardi
et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2010; Vecchi and Wittenberg
2010; Christensen et al. 2013; Capotondi et al. 2015).
Also, the EN–LN asymmetry of P0 is robust among the
models, illustrated by the sign agreement test (Fig. 2d).
The EN–LN asymmetry of P 0 in individual models
shown in Fig. S3 of the supplementary material also indicates that the vast majority of models can well reproduce the observed EN–LN asymmetry of P 0 .
The SAR of modeled EN and LN SST anomalies (8.0)
is much larger than that for the observations (4.8), as
shown in Table 1, showing that the EN–LN asymmetry
of T 0 in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models is underestimated relative to observations (Van Oldenborgh
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FIG. 2. (a),(c) The symmetric (defined as the difference between EN and LN) and (b),(d) asymmetric (the sum of
EN and LN) (a),(b) SST and (c),(d) rainfall anomalies (shaded) associated with EN and LN in the historical runs.
Contours in (c),(d) are anomalies of 500-hPa vertical pressure velocity [contour interval is 1022 Pa s21 in (c) and is
2 3 1023 Pa s21 in (d), and negative contours are dashed]. Stippling in (c),(d) indicates that more than 70% of
models agree on the sign of the MME.

et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2009; Yu and Kim 2011; Sun et al.
2013; Zhang and Sun 2014; Choi et al. 2015; Sun et al.
2016). However, these models successfully reproduce
the larger EN–LN asymmetry of P0 than that of T 0 . The
SAR of P 0 is only around half of the SAR of T 0 , both in
the MME and the observations (Table 1). This result
implies that the models can reproduce the process of the
larger asymmetry of P 0 than T 0 in the observations: the
zonally nonuniform mean-state SST induces the asymmetric rainfall response to the EN and LN SST anomalies even when the asymmetry of T 0 is not considered
(Hoerling et al. 1997; Kang and Kug 2002; Wu et al.
2010). The well-simulated asymmetric pattern of P 0 and
T 0 and the larger asymmetry of P 0 compared with T 0
indicate that the models are feasible for investigating the
changes in the EN–LN asymmetry of P 0 .

b. Changes at the end of the twenty-first century
The pattern of changes in SST anomalies DT 0 during
EN under global warming is similar to that of LN in the
MME of the CMIP5 models (Figs. 3a,b); both have a
weakened amplitude on the whole. Meanwhile, the
weakening of SST anomalies in the central Pacific is
smaller than that in other regions, implying a structural
change in the EN and LN SST anomalies with more
frequent central Pacific EN and LN events under global
warming (Yeh et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2010). The
changes in the EN and LN SST anomalies in the MME of
the CMIP5 models are approximately consistent with the
symmetric changes in ENSO SST anomalies revealed in

previous studies (Power et al. 2013; Huang and Xie
2015). However, the sign agreement test shows that the
weakened EN and LN SST anomalies in the MME are
not robust among the models, consistent with the large
intermodel uncertainty of the changes in the linear
ENSO SST (Collins et al. 2010; Power et al. 2013). The
weakened EN and LN SST anomalies lead to a weakened EN–LN asymmetry of the SST anomalies
(Figs. 2c and 4c).
Figures 3c,d show the changes in rainfall anomalies
DP 0 during EN and LN. The DP 0 exhibits a robust zonal
dipole pattern with enhancement over the central and
eastern Pacific and weakening over the western Pacific
during both EN and LN. These change patterns indicate
that both the EN- and LN-induced P 0 will shift eastward
in a warmer climate, similar to the symmetric changes in
ENSO P 0 in Huang and Xie (2015) and Huang (2016).
However, on closer inspection, the shift of P 0 during EN
is farther east than the shift during LN. The negative–
positive demarcation of DP 0 in EN at the equator lies at
174.28E, whereas that in LN lies at 156.78E, around 188
TABLE 1. The SAR of the present-day T0 and P0 and their future
changes. The magnitudes of the symmetric and asymmetric parts
are represented by their root-mean square.

MME of CMIP5
models
Observation

Present-day T 0

Present-day P0

DT 0

DP 0

8.0

3.4

2.3

1.8

4.8

2.6

—

—
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FIG. 3. Changes in tropical Pacific (a),(b) SST and (c),(d) rainfall anomalies (shaded) induced by (a),(c) EN and
(b),(d) LN for the period 2071–2100 in the RCP8.5 runs. Contours in (c),(d) are the sum of thermodynamic and
dynamic components of changes in rainfall anomalies (contour interval is 2 3 1025 Pa s21 kg kg21, and negative
contours are dashed). Red stars and longitudes in (c) and (d) denote the negative–positive demarcations of ENSO
rainfall changes on the equator. Stippling indicates that more than 70% of models agree on the sign of the MME
changes.

longitude west relative to that during EN. The SAR of DP 0
is much smaller than the SAR of historical P0 (Table 1),
indicating an enhanced asymmetry of P 0 . The DP0 during
EN and LN and the enhanced asymmetry (Figs. 4c,d) are
robust among the models, although the changes in SST
anomalies DT 0 are not robust and the asymmetry of the

SST anomalies is weakened. The DP 0 in EN and LN are
not simply correlated with DT 0 , which is similar to the
complicated relationship between the linear DP 0 and DT 0
revealed in Huang and Xie (2015) and Huang (2016).
The moisture budget decomposition developed in
Huang and Xie (2015) is applied to investigate the

FIG. 4. (a),(c) The symmetric (the difference between EN and LN) and (b),(d) asymmetric (the sum of EN and
LN) changes in (a),(b) SST and (c),(d) rainfall (shaded) associated with EN and LN in the RCP8.5 runs. Contours in
(c),(d) are the sum of thermodynamic and dynamic components of changes in rainfall anomalies [contour interval is
4 3 1025 Pa s21 kg kg21 in (c) and is 2 3 1025 Pa s21 kg kg21 in (d), and negative contours are dashed].
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FIG. 5. (a)–(c) Thermodynamic and (d)–(f) dynamic components of rainfall changes induced by (a),(d) EN, (b),(e)
LN, and (c),(f) their sum. Contours in (a)–(c) are the circulation anomalies induced by ENSO in historical runs
(contour interval is 5 3 1023 Pa s21, and negative contours are dashed). Contours in (d)–(f) are the changes in
circulation anomalies induced by ENSO for the period 2071–2100 in the RCP8.5 runs (contour interval is 2 3 1023 Pa s21,
and negative contours are dashed). Stippling indicates that more than 70% of models agree on the sign of the MME
changes.

formation of the DP0 during EN and LN and their
asymmetry. The DP0 are first decomposed into the
thermodynamic (Dqv0 ) and dynamic (qDv0 ) components for EN and LN, respectively (Fig. 5). The sum of
the thermodynamic and dynamic components is shown
by contours overlaid on DP0 in Figs. 3c,d and 4c,d.
Their sum can accurately describe the pattern of DP0
both during EN and LN, showing that the present
moisture budget decomposition is also effective for
analyzing DP0 separately for the warm and cold phases
of ENSO. (Note that negative v associated with v0
means upward flow and corresponds to positive rainfall and hence are represented by the same color,
blue.) The patterns of historical circulation anomalies
(v0 ) induced by EN and LN are shown as contours in
Figs. 5a–c, and the changes in circulation anomalies
(Dv0 ) are the contours in Figs. 5d–f. The patterns of the
thermodynamic Dqv0 and dynamic qDv0 components
are dominated by v0 and Dv0 , respectively, because the
spatial gradients of v0 and Dv0 are much larger than
those of mean-state moisture and moisture variability
(Huang and Xie 2015; Huang 2016).

In the thermodynamic component Dqv0 , the increase
in mean-state moisture Dq is the same for both EN and
LN. As a result, the thermodynamic component tends
to enhance P 0 during both EN and LN (Figs. 5a,b), with
increased P 0 during EN and decreased P 0 during LN,
and thus the EN–LN asymmetry is also enhanced
(Fig. 5c). The dynamic components qDv0 and Dv0 show
an eastward shift relative to the thermodynamic component and the historical P0 . It is quite clear that the
eastward shift of P0 under global warming is contributed by the dynamic components. A remarkable difference in the dynamic component between EN and
LN is that the dynamic component during EN shifts
farther east than that during LN. The eastward shift of
the dynamic components is stronger than the shift of
the total DP 0 . The negative–positive demarcation of the
dynamic components qDv0 and Dv0 in EN and LN are
located farther east than the demarcations of the total
DP 0 (Figs. 3c,d). The EN–LN asymmetry of the dynamic component shows a pattern of two in-phase
centers west of 1508E and east of 1608W and an outof-phase center between them (Fig. 5f). The MME
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FIG. 6. The (a)–(c) amplitude and (d)–(f) structural changes in ENSO-driven circulation anomaly for the period
2071–2100 in the RCP8.5 runs. Stippling indicates that more than 70% of models agree on the sign of the MME
changes.

results of the thermodynamic and dynamic components
and their asymmetries are robust among the models.
In Huang and Xie (2015) and Huang (2016), the
formation of the symmetric changes in ENSO-induced
circulation variability Dv0 is effectively studied by
performing a two-step decomposition on Dv0 :
0
0
1 Dvs2
, and then the
Dv0 5 Dva0 1 Dvs0 and Dvs0 5 Dvs1
roles of the amplitude and structural changes in T0 and
the spatial pattern of mean-state SST changes in the
formation of Dv0 are revealed. Here, a similar analysis
is performed on the Dv0 composited for EN and LN.
Meanwhile, the total changes in the EN and LN SST
anomalies DT 0 are decomposed into the amplitude and
structural changes: DT 0 5 DTa0 1 DTs0 . The amplitude
and structural changes in Dv0 and T 0 during EN and
LN are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
The amplitude changes in the EN and LN circulation
anomalies Dva0 are both weakened with a closer magnitude under global warming (Figs. 6a,b and contours in
Figs. 1c,d), which induces a weakened EN–LN asymmetry of v0 (Fig. 6c and contours in Fig. 2d). The
weakened amplitude of v0 and the EN–LN asymmetry
correspond to the amplitude changes in T 0 (Figs. 7a–c).
However, the robustness of Dva0 among the models is
different from that of DTa0 . The MME weakening of

Dva0 is robust during both EN and LN. On the other
hand, the weakening of DTa0 during EN is robust but
during LN is uncertain among the models. Huang and
Xie (2015) and Huang (2016) revealed that the percentage of the amplitude changes in ENSO circulation variability relative to historical ENSO circulation
(Dva0 /v0 ) is dominated by the percentage of the amplitude changes in ENSO SST variability relative to historical ENSO SST (DTa0 /T 0 ). Figure 8 shows the
relationship between Dva0 /v0 and DTa0 /T 0 for EN and
LN. The Dva0 /v0 and DTa0 /T 0 in EN and LN both have a
significant linear relationship with a ratio close to 1. As
revealed in Huang and Xie (2015) and Huang (2016), the
close relationship indicates that the amplitude changes
in SST anomalies DTa0 are the dominant factor in the
amplitude changes in circulation anomalies Dva0 . However, the value of Dva0 /v0 is smaller than that of DTa0 /T 0 in
general, and this difference is more pronounced compared with the results in Huang and Xie (2015) and
Huang (2016), in which the regression method was used.
The faster and more robust weakening in Dva0 /v0 compared with DTa0 /T 0 could be attributed to the increased
stability of the tropical atmosphere under global
warming (Held and Soden 2006; Vecchi and Soden 2007;
Chou and Chen 2010; Chou et al. 2013).
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FIG. 7. The (a)–(c) amplitude and (d)–(f) structural changes in the ENSO-related SST anomalies for the period
2071–2100 in the RCP8.5 runs. Stippling indicates that more than 70% of models agree on the sign of the MME
changes.

The structural changes in the EN and LN circulation
anomalies Dvs0 are essentially opposite to each other
(Figs. 6d,e). Both are robustly enhanced over the central
and eastern Pacific but weakened over the western Pacific. However, Dvs0 shows a remarkable asymmetry

between EN and LN (Figs. 6d–f), with a farther eastward
shift in EN than in LN. The EN–LN asymmetry of Dvs0 is
similar to that of DP 0 (Figs. 4d and 6f). Corresponding to
Dvs0 , the structural changes in SST anomalies DTs0 are
enhanced over the central Pacific but weakened over the

FIG. 8. The relationship between the amplitude-change percentages in ENSO circulation and ENSO SST. The filled
circles indicate the MME. The correlation coefficient is shown in the top-right corner.
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FIG. 9. (a)–(c) The estimated structural changes in ENSO circulation driven by the structural changes in ENSO
0
0
0
SST (Dvs1
) and (d)–(f) the residual of Dvs1
in Dvs0 (Dvs2
). Contours in (d),(e) are the relative SST changes (contour
interval is 0.058C, and negative contours are dashed) for the period 2071–2100 in the RCP8.5 runs.

western Pacific (Figs. 7d,e). The DTs0 during EN and LN
are consistent with the symmetric structural changes in
ENSO SST based on the regression method (Huang and
Xie 2015; Huang 2016). However, DTs0 do not show apparent EN–LN asymmetry (Fig. 7f), which cannot explain
the EN–LN asymmetry of Dvs0 .
The structural changes in the circulation anomalies
Dvs0 in the MME are further decomposed into two parts,
0
0
1 Dvs2
, as in Huang and Xie (2015) and
Dvs0 5 Dvs1
0
0
and Dvs2
are respectively
Huang (2016), in which Dvs1
0
influenced by DTs and the spatial relative changes in
mean-state SST. The two separated parts of Dvs0 during
EN and LN are shown in Fig. 9. With stronger DTs0
0
during LN over the western Pacific, Dvs1
during LN is
also stronger over the western Pacific than during EN
(Figs. 9a–c). However, the asymmetry of Dvs0 , especially
the dipole pattern centered over around 1658E and
1408W (Fig. 6f), is mainly contributed by the asymmetry
0
0
(Fig. 9f). The positive Dvs2
during LN extends to
of Dvs2
the Maritime Continent, whereas the negative–positive
0
during EN is located at around 1808
demarcation of Dvs2
longitude (Figs. 9d,e).
Previous studies have suggested that the major driver
0
is the spatial pattern of
of the eastward shift of Dvs2
relative changes in mean-state SST, defined as the

tropical-mean-removed mean-state SST changes DT *
(Ham and Kug 2012; Power et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014,
2015b; Ham and Kug 2015; Huang and Xie 2015; Huang
2016). The relative changes in mean-state SST show an
El Niño–like pattern with more warming in the centraleastern Pacific and less warming in other regions (Xie
et al. 2010; Huang and Ying 2015; Ying et al. 2016).
Owing to the nonlinear relationship between tropical
SST and rainfall (Graham and Barnett 1987; Johnson
and Xie 2010), the El Niño–like pattern of mean-state
SST changes can enhance the sensitivity of convective
rainfall to local SST anomalies over the central-eastern
Pacific. As a result, the high-sensitivity regions of convective rainfall to local SST anomalies are also shifted
eastward (Huang 2016), which leads to the eastward
shift of the circulation pattern response to ENSO SST
anomalies.
The asymmetric shifting effect of the relative changes
0
during EN and LN can be
in mean-state SST on Dvs2
explained by expanding the previous mechanism. During EN, the positive SST anomalies over the centraleastern Pacific can arouse local rainfall anomalies more
effectively when the El Niño–like DT * enhances the
rainfall–SST sensitivity over the central-eastern Pacific
under global warming. On the other hand, the negative
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FIG. 10. (a)–(f) Evolution of the components of changes in EN-driven rainfall at the equator (2.58S–2.58N mean).
Contours in (a) are the changes in rainfall anomalies (contour interval is 0.1 mm day21, and negative contours are
dashed). The red arrows illustrate the eastward shift of the negative–positive demarcation.

SST anomalies during LN will suppress the enhancement of rainfall–SST sensitivity over the central-eastern
0
during EN
Pacific. Therefore, the eastward shift of Dvs2
should be larger than that during LN when induced by
the same mean-state SST changes.
The asymmetric role of DT * during EN and LN is
similar to the asymmetric response of convective rainfall
to EN and LN SST anomalies in the present-day climate
(Deser and Wallace 1990; Hoerling et al. 1997; Kang and
Kug 2002; Wu et al. 2010). In the present-day climate, the
positive SST anomalies during EN are required to arouse
convective rainfall anomalies in the eastern Pacific cold
tongue, whereas the negative SST anomalies during LN
cannot further suppress the normally dry conditions over

the cold tongue region (Deser and Wallace 1990; Hoerling
et al. 1997). The zonal distance between the centers of
rainfall response to the EN and LN SST anomalies is
dependent on the zonal gradient of the mean-state SST.
Therefore, the asymmetric effect of zonally nonuniform
mean-state SST suggested in Hoerling et al. (1997) will be
enlarged when the zonal gradient of mean-state SST decreases because of the El Niño–like changes in mean-state
SST under global warming.
The enlargement of the relative changes in mean-state
SST DT * on the EN–LN asymmetry is different from a
similar enlargement by the increase in mean-state
moisture. The role of DT* is to enlarge the difference
of the zonal location of the convective rainfall response
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for LN.

to EN and LN, whereas the increase of mean-state
moisture enlarges the magnitude of the different rainfall responses to EN and LN.

c. Time-varying changes in the twenty-first century
Huang (2016) has shown that the changes in ENSOinduced rainfall variability vary with the increase in
GMST. The linear changes in ENSO rainfall are steadily
enhanced and shift eastward. The dependence of the shift
of ENSO rainfall changes on the increase in GMST can
also be observed by comparing the ENSO rainfall
changes in the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 runs. The DP 0 in the
RCP8.5 runs during both EN and LN (Figs. 3c,d) is shifted
farther east than that in the RCP4.5 runs (Figs. S4a,b in
the supplementary material). Here, a similar analysis is

performed on the changes in rainfall anomalies during
EN and LN at the equator in the twenty-first century to
evaluate possible time-varying changes.
The DP 0 during EN and LN both exhibit a time-varying
evolution in that the changes are steadily enhanced and
shifted eastward with the increase in GMST. The thermodynamic and dynamic decomposition can accurately
describe DP 0 during EN and LN for all stages. The steady
enhancement of DP 0 is contributed by the thermodynamic
component Dqv0 associated with the increase in meanstate moisture (Figs. 10b and 11b) and the second part of
0
(Figs. 10f and 11f). The
the dynamic component qDvs2
0
. The
gradual eastward shift of DP 0 is mainly due to qDvs2
analysis for the dynamic component qDvs20 in Figs. 12d
0
is dominated by the spatial
and 13d reveals that qDvs2
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0
0
FIG. 12. Evolution of (a) DTs0 , (b) Dvs0 , (c) Dvs1
, and (d) Dvs2
driven by EN at the equator (2.58S–2.58N mean).
The red arrows illustrate the eastward shift of the negative–positive demarcation. Contours in (d) are the relative
changes in mean-state SST (contour interval is 0.058C, and negative contours are dashed).

relative changes in mean-state SST DT*. The characteristics and mechanisms of the time-varying DP 0 during EN
and LN are similar to those of the evolution of the linear
DP 0 induced by ENSO, shown in Huang (2016).
Although the major characteristics of the timevarying DP 0 are quite similar between EN and LN,
there are still apparent asymmetries between them. The
eastward shift of DP 0 during EN (Fig. 10a) is more apparent than that during LN (Fig. 11a). The different
degree of the eastward shift of DP 0 between EN and LN
along with the increase in GMST can be clearly observed in Fig. 14. The longitude of the negative–positive
demarcations of DP 0 is significantly correlated to the
GMST both in EN and LN. The pattern of DP 0 during
EN (LN) shifts eastward by around 13.98 (9.48) latitude
per 1-K increase in GMST. The eastward shift of DP 0
during EN is 50% larger than that during LN.
The difference in the negative–positive demarcations of DP 0 between EN and LN gradually develops
along with the increase in GMST, which is mainly
contributed by the second part of the dynamic compo0
(Figs. 10f and 11f). The negative–positive
nents qDvs2
demarcation of qDvs20 during EN extends eastward to

around 1758E at the end of the twenty-first century
(Fig. 10f), whereas that during LN only extends to
0
is
around 1558E (Fig. 11f). The difference in qDvs2
0
dominated by the difference in Dvs2 between EN and
0
during EN over the
LN (Figs. 12d and 13d). The Dvs2
central and eastern Pacific is much larger than that during
0
during
LN, and the negative–positive demarcation of Dvs2
EN extends farther east than that during LN. The asym0
between EN and LN develops gradually with
metric Dvs2
0
can also be
the increase in GMST. The asymmetric Dvs2
explained by the mechanism proposed in the last section:
the positive SST anomalies during EN can effectively utilize
the effect of the relative changes in mean-state SST to
arouse rainfall anomalies over the central-eastern Pacific,
whereas the negative SST anomalies during LN must suppress the effect of the relative changes in mean-state SST.

4. Summary
This study investigates the changes in tropical Pacific
rainfall anomalies DP0 induced by El Niño and La Niña
under global warming projected by the MME of 32
CMIP5 models under the RCP8.5 scenario. The DP 0
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for LN.

during EN and LN are roughly analogous to the linear
results of DP 0 induced by ENSO in previous studies: enhanced (weakened) over the central-eastern (western)
Pacific (Power et al. 2013; Cai et al. 2014; Chung and
Power 2014; Chung et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2014; Huang
and Xie 2015; Chung and Power 2016; Huang 2016). The
patterns of DP 0 are robust among the models, showing that
the EN- and LN-induced P 0 will enhance and shift eastward under global warming. However, the DP 0 still exhibit
robust asymmetries between EN and LN, which is more
pronounced than the asymmetric changes in SST anomalies between EN and LN. The major EN–LN asymmetry
of DP 0 is the farther eastward shift of P 0 during EN than
LN. The difference in the eastward shift between EN and
LN gradually enlarges with the increase in GMST.
The formation mechanism of DP 0 during EN and LN
and their asymmetries are investigated based on a simplified moisture budget decomposition method developed
in Huang and Xie (2015). The results show that this
simplified method is also practical for DP 0 composited for
EN and LN. The formation mechanism of DP 0 during EN
and LN is approximately consistent with the mechanism
of the changes in ENSO-induced linear rainfall variability
in Huang and Xie (2015) and Huang (2016), which is
briefly reviewed here. The DP 0 can be decomposed into

thermodynamic and dynamic components, induced by the
increase in mean-state moisture and the changes in circulation anomalies. The thermodynamic component enhances the response of rainfall to the EN and LN SST
anomalies, whereas the dynamic component shifts the
response pattern of rainfall eastward. The changes in
circulation anomalies Dv0 , as the driver of the dynamic
component, can be separated into the amplitude changes
and structural changes. The amplitude changes in the
circulation anomalies are weakened by the weakened
amplitude in EN- and LN-related SST anomalies projected by the MME of 32 CMIP5 models (Stevenson et al.
2012; Kim et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2015b). On the other hand,
the structural changes in the circulation anomalies are
induced by the structural changes in EN- and LN-related
SST anomalies and the spatial relative changes in meanstate SST. The structural changes in SST anomalies enhance the response of circulation over the central Pacific.
Meanwhile, the El Niño–like changes in mean-state SST
will enhance the circulation response over the centraleastern Pacific but weaken it over the western Pacific (Cai
et al. 2014; Huang and Xie 2015; Huang 2016).
The mechanism of asymmetric DP0 between EN
and LN is also revealed based on the moisture decomposition method. The enhancement of the thermodynamic
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FIG. 14. The relationship between the negative–positive demarcations of changes in ENSO rainfall (red for EN and green for
LN) at the equator and GMST from the period 2021–50 to 2071–2100.

component of DP0 during both EN and LN enlarge the
magnitude of asymmetric P 0 between EN and LN in the
historical runs. The decreased amplitudes of the EN and
LN SST anomalies in the MME weaken the asymmetric P 0
by influencing the asymmetric circulation anomalies. The
structural changes in the EN and LN SST anomalies do not
lead to apparent asymmetric DP 0 . The spatial relative
changes in mean-state SST with an El Niño–like pattern
are the most important factor causing the farther eastward
shift of P 0 during EN than during LN.
A mechanism is proposed to explain the asymmetric
effect of the relative changes in mean-state SST on DP0 .
The EN-like changes in the mean-state SST can enhance
the sensitivity of convection to positive SST anomalies associated with EN over the central-eastern Pacific, whereas
the LN-related negative SST anomalies will suppress the
effect of the relative changes in mean-state SST. As a result, the shift of rainfall anomalies induced by the relative
changes in mean-state SST extends farther east during EN
than during LN. The asymmetric role of the relative meanstate SST changes can also be interpreted as follows: the
mean-state SST changes with an El Niño–like pattern will
decrease the zonal gradient of mean-state SST and enlarge
the zonal difference of rainfall centers in response to EN
and LN SST anomalies induced by the zonally nonuniform
mean-state SST (Deser and Wallace 1990; Hoerling et al.
1997; Kang and Kug 2002; Wu et al. 2010).
The increase in mean-state moisture and the relative
changes in mean-state SST are quite robust among the
models, whereas the decreased amplitudes of the EN and

LN SST anomalies in the MME contain large intermodel
uncertainties. Therefore, the enhancement and eastward
shift of DP 0 during EN and LN and their asymmetries are
robust among the models. This result implies that the
teleconnection patterns associated with EN and LN will
both shift eastward under global warming (Kug et al. 2010;
Zhou et al. 2014), and the asymmetries of the EN- and LNinduced teleconnection patterns (Hoerling et al. 1997; Wu
et al. 2010) will be enlarged under global warming.
The present results are mainly based on the MME of 32
CMIP5 models, and the intermodel sign agreement is
roughly tested. As we know, large intermodel differences
exist in the projection of some variables associated with
ENSO in these models (Collins et al. 2010; Christensen
et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2015b). For example,
the changes in ENSO-related SST variability are dependent on models, scenarios, and warming stages (Power
et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2014; Huang 2017; Rashid et al.
2016), and the spatial pattern of the mean-state SST
contains some uncertainties (DiNezio et al. 2009; Xie et al.
2010; Huang and Ying 2015; Zhou and Xie 2015; Ying and
Huang 2016a,b; Ying et al. 2016). Huang (2017) has
quantified the intermodel uncertainty of changes in
ENSO-induced linear rainfall variability. The intermodel
uncertainty of asymmetric changes in rainfall anomalies
between EN and LN should be further studied to improve
projections under global warming.
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